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.Derby-Tie Del.i caters
to students needs
By ELLEN HENDRICKS

The Derby-Tie-Deli offers a wide selection of sandwiches for sale, and a
place to watch TV.
(Photo by Braun)

SUB to sponsor
showcase of campus
organizations
Next Tuesday, September
15, the Student Union Board
will sponsor the annual
Campus Showcase. It will be
held from 10 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. on the Mall, weather
permitting, or in Centennial
Hall.
The Showcase is presented
so you can browse from table
to table and find out about
the various clubs and
organizations at UMR. If you
find an organization to your
liking, join up! One of
UMR's strengths is its wide
variety of activities avallabe
to students. You don't have

to be a Lawrence Oliver to
join 'J1Ieater Guild nor a
Mario Andretti to join the
Sports Car Club, just an
interest in the organization
and a big capacity for fun.
The more effort and enthusiasm you put Into an
activity the more fun you'll
get out of it!
So just come by the Mall
on your way to class or
between classes and take a
look around. It will take only
a few minutes and could
result in more fun than you
ever thought you could have
in school.

Bluegrass concert

KUMR to
feature
Hot Rize
By DAVE GRIESE
Hot Rize, a bluegrass band
out of Colorado, is to be
featured at a concert this
Monday night, according to
MIke Morgan, Program
Manager at · KUMR-FM
radio station.
'lbe concert, sponsored by
KUMR, is to begin at 7 p.m.
In Centennial Hall.
Also to appear as a special
guest is the band SJnkin'

Creek.
Tickets are available in
advance for $4 at KUMR; G8 Library; Don's Music;
Ozark Equlpment; National
Food Store; Eminence TV
Sarvice, Eminence; Capp's
Music, Salem; Victory Pub,

Waynesville, and Morgan
Music, Lebanon, Morgan
indicated.
The concert, according to
Morgan, is being held for 2
reasons. First, to benefit the
station and second, to
promote bluegrass music in
this area.
Morgan said of Hot Rize,
"They really are a superb
group." They play bluegrass
in the "flat and scruggs
tradition. "
He went on to say that they

are the "most innovative
group in five years."
Morgan
concluded
by
saying, "If you've never see
a bluegrass group, this is the
one to see."

The fonner location of the
Student Union Board and the
University Center Program
Council in University Center-West were recently.
converted to the Deroy-Tie
Deli and TV Lounge because
of a viewed student need
according to Jess Zlnk,
Director, Aux. Services.
Professional Food Service
Management, who also runs
Rayle Cafeteria (in the
Quadrangle), The Gallery
with a Flair and the Country
Cafe (in University Center.East), moved' the largescreen TV from University
Center-East to University

Center-West and opened a
deli to fonn a place for
students, especially commuters. They saw a need for
a place where students could
watch TV or study while
getting something to eat or
just brown bag It. The lounge
has approximately 35 chairs
with 8 small tables for
student use.
The dell's current official
hours are from 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. but it is often open at
8:30 or 9 a.m. for Coffee and
Danish. Along with coffee
and Danish, the Derby-Tie
Deli serves a variety of
sandwiches made to order,
salads, fruits and drinks. As

well as a choice of bread,
cheese, meat, etc., there Is a
choice of size; 1, 2, or 3 oz. of
meat.
The Derby-Tie Dell also
has a call-in service.
Other
plans
from
Professional Food Service
Management meeting the
student needs are: a French
cafe-style patio outside the
dell, more builetin boards to
go with the "Save-a-R1de"
board for student announcements, using the
cafeteria at night for
studying, and soon to come
2 portable concession
carts to serve the students.
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Performing Arts Series opens
with pianist James Rivers
SOURCE:OPI
Pianist James Rivers will
play
selections
by
Beethoven,
Brahms,
Copland, DebuSsy, Liszt and
Chopin when he opens the
·University of MissouriRolla's 1981-82 Campus
Perfonning Arts Series.
. Rivers will perfonn in
concert at 8 p.m. Tuesday,
Sept. 15, at the Cedar Street
Center, Seventh and Cedar
streets.
The program for that
concert
will
feature:
Variations on "God Save the
King," Beethoven; Sonata in
F Minor, op. 5, Brahms; EI
Salon Mexico, Copland;
-Images (Premiere Serle),
Debussy; Two Polish Songs
(after Chopin), Llszt; and
Ballade in A-Flat Major, op.
47, Chopin.

open to the public.
He also will teach a master
class with two area students
from 1 to 2 p.m. and will give
a young people's concert for
students in grades 1-6
following that.
The workshop, master
class and young people's
. concert will be held at the
Cedar Street Center. All of
these events are sponsored
by the Rolla Area Music
Teachers AssoclatioD.

.-

Tickets
for
Rivers's
performance are available
at Logos Bookstore, 708 Pine
.St., Rolla; Books 'N' Things,
Forum Plaza, Rolla; the
Cashier'S Office, G-6 Parker
Han, UMR;aiiinlre- Cedar
Street Center Box Office,
Seventh and Cedar streets,
Rolla. The cost is $2.50 for
students and retirees and $5
for all others.
SeasOn tickets (seven
events)
are
available

through UMR mUSiC, 105
Harris Hall, ,UMR, Rolla,
Mo. 65401, phone: 314-3414185. The cost Is $14 for
students and retirees and $28
for all others.
The UMR Campus Performing Arts Series Is made
possible with assistance
from the Mid-America Arts
Alliance and the MIssouri
Arts Council.

Rivers is a member of the
of
Washburn
faculty
University, where he was
appointed the first "resident
pianist" in the school's 11~
year history.
,
In addition to his concert,
Rivers will . conduct a
workshop from 9 to 11: 30
a.m. on Sept. 15. The
workshop will deal with
learning the piece and .
learning to perfonn the
piece with an emphasis on,
overcoming stage fright. The former home of On the Loose waits to be demolished west of the coal
(Photo by Gieseke)
The workshop is free and pile.
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Ca len dar Of Eve nts Ca len dar Of Eve nts Ca len dar Of
len dar
Eve nts Ca len dar Of Eve nts Ca len dar Of Eve nt

Editor' s Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will
list it in the Activities Section of the paper. No
articles submitted will be printed unless written
in complete sentences with proper gramm ar. No
schedule or flyers will be rewritten and
publi~ed by the staff for the Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
detaUs before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
'lbe MINER reserve s the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

BIDLE DISCUSSION
Bible discussion - non denomina tional, Thursday s at 9:00 p.m. in
Quad, House 6 in Room 218. For more info call 3&HJ502.

FRIDAY
SUB COFFEEH OUSE
Friday , Sept. 11 at 8 p.m. Walt Jenkins will perform the first coffeehouse of the season on the Hockey Puck, which is free to all UMR
students. Sponsored by SUB.

SATURDAY
TEST YOUR DRIVING SKILL
Test your driving skill in the UMR Sports Car Club Autocross this
at
SaturdaY, .Septembe r 12th at 11 :30 a.m. The Autocross wUl be held
of
the Silver parking lot by the Compo Sci. building (Lot 26), All types
vehicles are allowed including vans, trucks and motorcycl es. Spectators are welcome! ! !

THURSDAY

SUNDAY

TONIGHT'S MOVIE
The second of 12 movies in the UMR Film Series is "Being There. "
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. tonight in
Halashby
by
directed
The movie
the ME Auditorium (Room 1(4). Movies will be shown every Thursday at 7:30p.m. The cost will be $2.25 at the door or season tickets.

JOY BOWLING PARTY
The JOY Lutheran Student Organizat ion is having a Bowling Party
for new and old friends alike. On Sunday, Sept. 13, meet at the Campus
House (805 E. 11th) at 2:30 for rides or meet at Colonial Lanes at 3:00
to bowl. All interested students are invited.

ETAKAP PANU
The first general bIlsiness meeting of Eta Kappa Nu will be held at
6:30 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 10, In room 105 of the E .E. Building. All
afmembers are urged to attend. Refreshm ents will be served
terwards.

UMR GYMNASTICS CLUB

PID ETA SIGMA
There will be a general membersh ip meeting of Pbi Eta Sigma in G5 Humanities-Social Sciences Building at 7: 00 p.m . Pledging and
activities for the fa,ll semester will be discussed. All actives are urged
to attend.
HP-41C USER'S CLUB
The HP-41C User's Club of UMR's meeting will be held Thursday,
be
Septembe r 17th in EE 105 at 7:00 p.m. UMR 41 notes will
distributed . If you have an HP-41C and can not get to the meeting,
please leave a message at 1306 Elm, HI I.
SOUTHW INDS
Tbe Southwinds Club will bave an Important organizati onal meeting

Thursday, Septembe r 10th, In G-6, H-SS. Anyone Interested In writing,
photograp hy, or grapblcs for the magazine should atlend.

WARGAMERSCLUB
,
The Wargame rs Club will hold Its first meeting on Thursday
in
Septembe r 17 at 7:00 p.m. In Room 206 M-CS. Anyone interested
joining the club Is invited to attend. New officers will be elected and
the upcoming events of the year will be discussed .

Christopher Jewelers
I

Balfour College Rings

903 Pine

Rolla, MO

364-2264
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TUESDAY
meet
All students interested in joining the gymnastic s club, please
in the gymnastic s room of the Multi-Pur pose Bldg. on Tuesday, Sept.
for
15, at 7:00 p.m . II you are unable to attend, contact Roger, 341-3841,
more information.
CAMPUS SHOWCASE
The Student Union Board will be sponsorin g the annual Campus,
Showcase on Tuesday, Septembe r 15, from 10:00 a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
on the Mall, weather permitting , or in Centennia l Hall, in case of rain.
the
The Showcase is designed to give the students a better idea of
at
various organizati ons on campus. So, come out and have - look
what the campus organizati ons have to offer!
N.S.B.E .S.
The first N.S.B.E.S. meeting of the year will be held in the Missouri
at 7:00 p.m. All members or anyone
15,
Sept.
Tuesday,
Room on
wishing to become a member are urged to attend. Any questions call
Paul Wyatt 364-9916, Room 3.
,SWE

SoCiety of Women Engineers meeting - 6: 15 p.m. Meramec Room
of University Center. General informatio n, resume forms, memberships, committee s, introduction of officers. Everyone invited.

WEDNESDAY
MSM SPELUNK ERS CLUB
MSM Spelunker s Club meets every Wednesda y at 6: 15 p.m. in room
305 Norwood Hall. New members always welcome.,

Cha ncel lor's
offic e hour s

TELEPHONE 364-'851

NODAY
APO BOOKSl'ORE RETURN S
Returns for the APO Bookstore will take place in room 204 Rona
only! The hours are Tuesday and Thursday from
week
Building this
11:,00 to 12:00 and Wednesday and Friday from 9:30 to 11:00. If these
times are not convenien t, call Steve Brophy at 364-9792. All receipts
are void and no books will be returned after Oct. 11, 1981. Thank you.
UMR PARKING STICKER S
If you have paid for a UMR Parldng Sticker and bave not yet picked
It up, please do so.

SEPI'EMB ER-FEST '81
Get psyched for " The Event" this semester, Septembe r-Fest, 1981.
on
The St. Pat's Board will again present this fun in the sun occasion
Friday, Septembe r 18, from 1 until 5.
present.
be
will
Southern
The excellent sounds of the band Missouri
the
UMR Parachute Club will drop in as well as a tug-of-war between
Board and the Independe nt's Council. OK, you well-endowed coeds
show your stuff at the wet t-shirt contest. Prizes will be awarded.
All of this and more are yours for the purchase of a $.50 Sepat
temberfes t button. Buttons will be available from any Board Rep.
the hockey puck.
Due to legal complicat ions with the liquor laws, beer will not be
available. However, excessive amounts of your own refreshme nts will
gladly be allowed. You can't go wrong at Septembe r-Fest, '81. Get
psyched for the best ever, St. Pat's, 1982!!!
BLUE KEY
Blue Key National Honor Fraternity is now accepting applicatio ns
for the Fall 1981 pledge class. Requirement.s for membersh ip are:
1) 60 credit hours.
2) Overall G.P.A. of 2.75 or better.
3) 40 Blue Key Leadershi p Points.
Application forms are available at the Candy Counter in the
be
University Center or at the Student Activities Office. They must
the
returned by 4:00 p.m., Friday, Septembe r 11th (tomorrow ) to
Candy Counter or to the Student Activities Office.
If you have any questions, please contact Roger Boyer at 341-2450.
INTERCO LLEGIAT E KNIGHTS
Tbe Intercolle giate Knights will be distributin g the 1981 Freshman
Record at the Hockey Puck from 9a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sept. 8-11 .
S.W.E. RESUME BOOK
a
Society of Women Engineers , S.W.E., will again be publishing
at
resume book. Any interested persons may pick up an applicatio n
the
the Miner Canteen, S.W.E. office (3rd floor Rolla building) or at
first meeting Sept. 15, 1981.

see Calen dar of Even ts page 4

It's eas y
to sen d
flo we rs ho me

With the start of a new
semester , the chancellors'
office hours are 8-9 a.m. and
4-5 p.m., Monday through
Friday. His office is number
206 Parker Hall and you can
drop by at any time within
the hours listed above. His
phone number is 341-4114 in
case you need to call.

r.IHilj('l'l4~.

ASME
_
The American Society of Mechanic al Engineers will hold its first
meeting of the semester Wednesday, Sept. 16. The guest speaker will
be Larry McCulloch from Hewlett Packard. The topic of discussion
will be "Mechani cal Engineeri ng in the Electronic s Industry."

-To a spec ial girl
-Men 's birth day
-Sis' new baby
-Bes t frien ds enga gem ent

Now Showing
Evenings 7 & 9

Bi II Murray in STRIPES

R

Order s gener ally $15.00 and up.
3 wire servic es to serve you

wall
All,,,,,,"1A1A1
- -:J1

FLOWERS

Starts Friday

1107 Pine

Showtime 8:00 p.m.
c. 'Classroom
'Locker Room 0\"'0-;)
Teasers'
\
Girls'

Bonus Fri. & Sat.

'Playgirl Gang"

All Rated R
All in Color!

•

Rolla

c

...
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MINORITY AND WOMEN ENGINEERING PROGRAM TUTORIAL SERVICES
Fall 1981
MONDAY

TUESDAY

Math 2, 4, 6 , 8, 21

Charles Harris
302 Rolla Building

Thursday, Sept. 10, 1981
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UMR offers beginning
and advanced SCUBA
SOURCE:OPI
Two courses in open water
SCUBA diving will be offered beginning Sept. 11 by
the University of MissouriRolla.
."Open Water SCUBA
Certification" is open to all
persons 12 years or older
who are interested in learning SCUBA skills. "Advanced Open Water SCUBA
Certification" is for those
who already have their
certification and wish additional instruction.
The open water course
requires no previous cer-

tificates, but students should
be at least average swimmers. Each meeting will
consist of three hours of
Instruction in the UMR pool
during the morning and
three hours in the classroom
in the afternoon. There will
be five supervised check-out
dives in open water at
Jordan's Landing on Lake
Norfork, Ark. The course fee
is $115. Cost for the open
water dive (not includes in
the fee) is ~5 .
Registration for the first
course will be limited to the
first 24 paid applicants.
Class dates are Sept. 11, 12,

THE SNOBS AGAINST THE SLOBS.

13, 19 and 20 with the open
water dives Sept. 26-27.
Registration for the advanced course will be
limited to the first 12 paid
applicants. The course will
be held Sept. 12, 13, 18 and 19
with five open water dives
Sept. 26-27'. The fee for the
advanced course is $10 for
classroom instruction and
$125 for the open water
dives.
For more information
regarding
classes
and
required equlpment, contact
Bill Kratzer at the UMR
Continuing Education Office, 314-341-4200.

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

3,00 p .m.
to
4,30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

3,00 p.m.
to
4,30 p.m.

3,00 p.m!
to
4,30 p. m.

1,30 p.m.
to
4,30 p ,m.

Chemistry
Chern 1 , 3, 5
Chern Eng 27 , 41, 143
Craig Eutz
302 Rolla Bu i lding

2,30 p . m.
to
4,30 p.m.

1 , 30 p.m.
to
4,30 p.m.

Physics
Math
Johnny Daniel s
302 Ro l l a Building

9:00 a. m.
to
12,00 noon

4,00 p.m.
to
7,00 p .m.

1 ,00 p.m.
to
3 , 00 p. m.

3,00 p.m.
to
4,30 p.m .

9,30 a.m.
to
12,30 p. m.

7 , 00 p. m.
to
9 , 00 p. m.

11,30 a . m.
to
1 ,30 p . m.

Eng l ish 1 & 60
Na t a l ie Taylor
302 Rolla Build ing
1 , 30 p. m.
to
4,30 p.m.

EM 50, 110 & 1 50
Chan9rashekhar Bapat
302 Rolla Bu ild ing
~th

The
University
of
Missouri-Rolla needs instrumentalists and vocalists
for
positions
in
the
University Orchestra and
University Choir. .

A Jon Perer1 Production

CHEVY CHASE· RODNEY DANGERFIELD
TED KNIGHT· MICHAEL O'KEEFE
,od BILL MURRAY u url
Original Songs by KENNY LOGGINS· Mu,ic Composed by JOHNNY MANDEL
Written by BRIAN DOYU·MURRAY & HAROLD RAMIS & DOUGLAS KfNNEY ,
Execuu.. Producer JON PETERS· Produced by DOUGLAS KfNNEY
Directed by HAROLD RAMIS ,~""'"

,. . .
~

••

O~Oi'f OOC:IU"'J _

a.~I·._ Oa _~~

Shown Friday September 11th
at 7:00 and 9:00 P.M.
in the new Cedar St. Center
cost $1.50 per person
sponsored by RHA

7,00 p.m.
to
9,00 p .m .

21 & Diffe r e ntia l
2 , 30 p .m.
to
4, 30 p.m.

Equa t i ons, So c i o logy

Acc t. I, El ec t r i cal
Engin e e ring
Virgil Hughes
302 Rolla Buildi ng

Elec tr ical Engi ne e r i ng
EE 61 & 63 , 205
Oscar Berryma n
30 2 Ro lla Building
Elec tr i cal Engineering
Craig Heath
302 Rolla Building
c nem1 s try " ,

~ ,

7,00 p. m.
to
9:00 p . m.

1, 00 p. m.
to
3,00 p. m.

7 : 00 p.m .
to
9,00 p. m.

9: 30 a . m.

1 2,30 p .m .
to
10 30 p. m.

9 , 30 a.m.
to
10: 45 a . m.

to
10: 45 a . m.

2, 30 p.m .
to
4:30 p . m.

2: 30 p.m.
to
4: 30 p. m.

,

David Mickinas
302 Rolla Building

2 , 30 p.m.
to
4, 30 p .m .

In greatest demand are
persons with experience on
the bassoon and the double
bass and male vocalists.
The orchestra and choir,
composed
of
students,
faculty and townspeople, are

under the direction of Joel
Kramme,
assistant
professor of mUSic, and will
perform
Handel's
"Messiah" on Sunday, Dec.

9: 30 a . D .

to
1030 a. m.

6.

Rehearsals will be every

Thursday from 7-9: 15 p.m. in
101 Old Cafeteria }Juilding on
campus.
For more information
contact Kramme, UMR
Music, G-8 Harris Hall,
UMR, Rolla, Mo. 65401, or
call him at 341-4185.

SU B sponsers
Niel Simon's
Chapter Two
"CADDYSHACK"

5 , 00 p.m.
to
7 , 00 p.m.

Orchestra and choir solicit tnetnbers
SOURCE: OPI

Caddyshack

I

Neil
Simon's
autobiographical
comedy
"Chapter Two" will open the
University of MissouriRolla's Student Union Board
1981-82 Fine Arts Program at
, 8 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 10 at
the Cedar Street Center,
Seventh and Cedar Streets.
The ' play, which will be
performed by the Alpha
,Omega Players, a touring
repertory company from
Rockport, Texas, deals with
a trying ' period in Simon's
life.
It was shortly after the
death of his first wife that
Simon met and fell in love
with the woman who was to
become his second wife.
Plagued by a senSe of guilt,
he was unable for a time to
resolve his feelings of
betrayal, but in a rare act of
self-revelation,
the
playwright used this personal hiStory as the basis for
his work.

The performance is free
and open to the public on a
space-available basis.

STUDENT FINANCING "
* Sub jec t to approved cr e di t and job ~ c ceptance

.

Sellers-Sexton
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla 364-73~~_

Thursd ay, Sept. 10, 1981
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Sp ea ker sta rts AS EM sem est er

Ne ws Bri efs

SUbmitted By ASEM

Tutoring sessions are now
State
Mill
Bollinger
the
through
available
Site was dedicated
Minority and Women In Historic
and opened to the public In
Engineer ing Program s.
mid-August ceremonies. The
mill, built In 1867, has unWith more than 60 major dergone
extensive
tral
south-cen
springs,
by the Missouri
on
restorati
Big Springs
Missouri's
Departm ent of Natural
Region is an ideal spot for Resource s to return it to
water-oriented recreation, operatin g condition .
notes the Missouri Division
The site consists of a fourof Tourism. Historic mills story water-powered grist
and scenic Ozarks coun- mill and a covered bridge.
tryside a~d to the area's The upper stories of the mill,
appeal.
called the " meal house "
The boyhood home of Gen. contain storage bins ~d
John J . Pershing at Laclede machine ry. It is located off
has been preserve d for Misosuri 34 and County Road
today's viSitors, reports the 00 to HR, 12 miles norof thwest of Cape Girardea u.
Division
Missouri
Tourism . Gen. Pershing was -From newsletter of the
of
Division
the only American to attain Missouri
the rank of six-star "General Tourism
of the Armies" during his
lifetime.

Cale ndar of Even ts from

page 2

DECEMBER GRADUATES

of the
If you will be completing requireme nts for a degree at the end

fall semester, you should make application for that degree by going to
the Registrar 's Office at your earliest convenience. The Registrar 's
Office will not be able to include you with other students finishing
undergrad uate and graduate degrees on Decembe r 20 unless you
make application with Lauren Peterson.
PHOTOGR APHY CONTEST

The fourth annual A.C.U.-1. region . II photography contest is
currently being conducted . Three photographs from two divisions
(black and white, color) will be sent to the fali region II conference at
Southeast Missouri State University Septembe r 17-19, 1981 in Cape
Girardeau, MO. The six winning photographs from UMR will be
chosen by competent union officials from UMR.
Photographs must be received by John Watson, 364-8066 or Carol
Jackson, 341-4399, photographs must be received no later than noon,
September 15, 1981. Entries may be left at the receptionist's desk in
r
the University Center-West. Judging will also take place Septembe
15, 1981.
The entry fee to the region II contest will be paid by the University
Centers Program CouncU, U.C.P.C.
----~~=---

-C ~~----------------------

II SU BS cri pts
Are you still -wanting
somethin g to do on campus?
Well, SUB is still looking for
member s on its six committees: Fine Arts, Indoor
Outdoor
Recreati on,
Recreation, Special Events,
Concerts and Social and if
that does not satisfy your
needs, SUB is sponsoring
on
Showcase
Campus
Tuesday, Sept. 15th from
10a.m.-3:30 p.m. on the mall

I ~I

- weather permittin g Centennial Hall otherwise.
Upcoming performa nces for
SUB are the Alpha Omega
Players presenting Neil
Simon's Chapter Two on
Sept. 10th at 8 p.m. at the
Cedar Street Theatre. The
film "Oh God!" will be
shown from 4-6:30 p.m. In
Centennial Hall on Sept.
13th. On Sept. 25th George
Russell will be on the Hockey
Puck.

Classy. Collectible.
And Crammed with Coke. $1.99
with any medium or large Godfath er's pizza.

145
ApprOximately
students and faculty attended the first meeting of
the America n Society for
Engineer ing Managem ent
on Tuesday, Sept. 1. The
guest speaker was Mr. Rick
Games from the Coming
Glass Works in Muskogee,
Mr. Games
Oklahoma.
spoke on the areas of
business in which Corning is
involved, the structure of the
organization, and career
opportunities with Corning
Glass Works.
Following the meeting, a
social gathering was held at
the Tau Kappa Epsilon

house. Free refreshm ents
were served.
ASEM's next meeting is
scheduled for Tuesday,
October 6th at 6:30 p.m. The
guest speaker will be Mr.
James Garomer from AC-

COA.
This semester 's officers
are:
Presiden t - John Daniel,
(MemPresiden t
Vice
bership) - Lisa Gallagher,
Presiden t
.Vi~e
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the Irfj
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Ginny Davis, owner

209 Lab every Friday afternoon!
come in and make an "A"

are !Wc

lions ar

released

Come in and have a burger and an ice cold beer
209 W. 8th 341 -2100

If you're taking tough.
courses, you neea all the
help you can get.
If you've really done it to yourself
this term, you need an advance d
calculat or you can count on through
thick and thicker.
You need the most advance d functions and program ming features . You
need lots of pre-writ ten program s to
save you time. You need Continu ous
Memory and the
utmost in dependability. You need
an HP calculator.

The HP-34C .
All the help
you can get.
Hewlett -Packard
offers you eight
priced from $ 5 5* to
provide professional solution s in science,
enginee ring and business.
So visit your nearest HP dealer for
a hands-o n demons tration. Then buy
an HP calculator. It may be the last easy
thing you do for a long time.
For details and the address of the
dealer in your area, call toll free: (800)
54 7-3400, Dept. 658N, except Hawaii
and Alaska. In Oregon , call 758-101 0.
Or write Hewlett -Packard , Corvallis,
OR 973 30, Dept. 658N.

HEW LET T

a!~ PAC KAR D

GOd fathe r's Pizza ,.

~

AJIleriC

sen·

Flin1140 Fo ru m Drive

Greg
(Program ming)
Sedrick, Vice Presiden t
(PubliCity) - Tom Meyer,
Treasure r - Jerry Weiland
Cathy
and Secretar y Sineath.

364·32 14

u

Missouri as seen on the big screen
Missourians and other
Americans soon will be
seeing quite a bit of Missouri
on television and the big
movie screen, according to
the Missouri Division of
Tourism.
Sen. Emory Melton (RCassville), chairman of the
Missouri Tourism · Commission, has announced that
three projects featuring the
state are "as definite as
anything can be In the world
of TV and movies." Included
are two television productions and a feature movie
released In July.

One of the projects is a
movie-of-the-week for CBS
television, according to
Dean Brooks, the' Division of
T.ourism's
media
coordinator and the state's
liaison with production
companies. The movie will
feature Marshall, Missouri,
as well as Tom Butterfield of
that city,
"Butterfield became involved with 'unwanted' kids
while doing volunteer work
at the Marshall State School
and Hospital durln~ the time
he was attending Missouri
Valley College In the early
'60s." said Brooks. "He

followed up his concern for
these youngsters by starting
the Butterfield Boys Ranch
(now Youth Services) to
provide a home and appropriate environment for
them. The movie, tentatively
titled 'The Butter Boys,' also
will serve as a pilot for a
possible CBS-TV series."
Blatt Singer productions of
Los Angeles plans to spend
one to two weeks filming In
Marshall early next month,
according to Brooks.
A second project Is a pilot
film with a st. Louis setting,
to
be
produced
by
Paramount Pictures. "In

this case," Brooks said, " the
program won't appear as a
movie first, but will be
filmed as a half-hour
program and then sold to a
network."
The pilot, now titled
" Making the Grade," is set
In a fictional St. LoUis high
school and deals mainly with
the
personalities
and
relationships of faculty
members. The Division of
Tourism, along with the
Convention and Visitors
Bureau of Greater St. Louis,
has been cooperating with
Paramount by providing

(Photo by Alexander)

KMNR's new mixer board.

or.

motion picture and still
photographs of St. Louis. It
Is expected that some St.
Louis filming will be done In
connection with the pilot,
with more to follow If the
Is
successful;
series
however,
most
actual
filming will be done In Los
Angeles, since most of the
action takes place inside the
fictional school.
The feature film, which
also should get attention for
Missouri, Is John Car-'
penter's "Escape From New
York." Filmed In Missouri
last summer, the futuristic
adventure
movie
was
released July 10 by AvcoEmbassy Pictures. Brooks
noted that Missouri won't be
portrayed In the film since
its setting Is New York City
In 1997. "However," he
stressed, "the production
company spent an estimated
$1 million In the St. Louis
area during the filming and
we feel that project 'opened
the door' as far as Interest In
Missouri's varied filming
locations Is concerned. "
The two TV projects
illustrate a major reason for
the Division of Tourism's
Involvement In attracting
film work, according to
MIssouri Tourism Director
Charles Boyd. "The state
should receive excellent
publicity from the TV
programs since Marshall,
st. Louis and Missouri all
will be named and will be
portrayed In a sympathetic
light, " he noted. "Tbese
programs
aren't · 'big
spenders' In the state, but
the publicity value Is
tremendous. "
The feature film Is an
example of a very important

ROLLA'S NEWEST FlORIST
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An Okie from Tulsa

,I IWhere are your overalls1"
00)
waii
)l0.
is,

Embarrassing Is the word
when your friends address
your letter University of
MIssourI-RalelgJJ. But what
can you expect wilen you
attend
an
out-1»f-state
school?
It came as a sbock wben I
said I'm from Tulsa, and my

classmates responded, "You
mean Oklahoma?" I would
like to·know·how many other
Tuisas there are?
. The instant a Missourian
discovers that you're not
from their state, they start
watChing you. They expect
"Okles" to have lived with
the
Indians
and
are

--

sometimes amazed to bear
that we know what pizza Is.
Students coming from
Tennessee are often asked,
"Where are your overalls?"
Between their gritted teeth
they kindly respond that not
everybody dresses like on
"Hee-Haw."
Admittedly, the out-1»fstate student is a little
unusual. We are asked
questions like, "What- made
you choose Rolla?" (Personally, I'm beglnnlng to
wonder) and, "How do you
like it here?"
But what can you expect?
They're from Missouri.

-Starter plants
-Hanging basket plants
. -Silk flowers
-Variety of-wicker & strow
611 Pine

basket~

364-8411

by-product of the division's
efforts, Boyd believes. The
publicity value may be
smaller, but the dollars-andcents impact of money spent
by the production company
is considerable.
The division's Motion
Picture/TV Assistance Unit
currently Is working on
several other film projects,
according to Brooks. "The
projects aren't 'firm' enough
to be revealed at this time,"
Brooks sald, "but I can say
that we have been asked to
do preliminary work In
connection with at least two
feature films and two
television programs."

$99.95
Texas
Instruments

TI-58C.
Advanced
programmable
calculator with
Solid State Software ™
libraries and new
Constant MemoryTM
The TI Programmable
58C has computer-like
power-over 170 func- .
tions and operations
and programming
capability up to 480
steps or up to 60 data
memories. Personal
Programming, a 256page gu.idebook, has
step-by-step examples
that can help you start
programming right
away. Ready-to-use
programs in 12 fields
are available in optional
Solid State Software
libraries with revoluplug-in memory
modules. The Master
Library with 25 programs is included.
Constant Memory feature retains program
and memory contents
even when the calculator is turned off.
Campus Book Stare

205 W. 12th St.
Rollo , MO
(314) 364,3710

f
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Forum Plaza Fun Run

RACE ROUTE
OLD ST. JAMES RD .

J

I
I
•

:2 MI. MARKER

Fore
studeDl

numbe

SIIil of
degree

~

UDng.
10TH ST .

,

START & FINISH IN FRONT OF JC PENNE Y

Rolla Fun Run. See article page 14.
( Photo by Bee)

The Sabatier effect.

Future shock revisited
function,
scientific
statistical jobs equipped
with megamemories and
custom program chiP!'. No
more sine or log tables
needed, folks, the students'
pace goes faster.

By BOB KOENIG
The time Is tbe late 19605.

Three young men walk Into a

basic algebra class carrying
small black boxes. Boxes
wbo's contents will forever
chaDge lOOlr lives and loo
lives of tbose wbo follow
lOOm. Thus do calculators
begin insidious and deadiy
student arms race.

It

Even as students fight
out among lOOmselves with
ever more powerful hardware. the !l00s (professor-

These three students
receive pennlsslon to use
these
devices
because
"lOOre Is just no way lOOy
can make any real difference in a subject like
this. " The young men, eitber
because they are the really
"gung-ho" type or because
of the calculators, score
forty points above loo class
average. Calculators are
abruptly banned for use on
tests and for a little while
parity Is maintaine<!

s??) strive to make the tests
even harder. As students no
longer need slide rules or
tables more problems can be
added. As loo menial work
becomes more "push buttom," more "real" material
can be included on tests.
Also as technology advances
more material Is included in
a B.S. degree. More and
more infonnation Is packed
into the same number_ ()L

hours, placing the student
who lacks loo heavy artillery
calculator at a disadvantage.
In loo late 1970s loo advent
of
programmable
calculators gives deffuitive
edge to tbose willing to
struggle with the machines
until proficiency Is achieVed.
Some argue that In order to program, students must

I -.10z!iII:
.-- •

lnt.rnational
Tours of Rolla
A. <?ffeTri~gk
Jrline Ie ets

-Complete Travel Arrangements -Tours -Ski Trips
-Groups - Hotels & Car Reservations

No Charge For Our Services
1023 Kingshighway
Satu'rdays too 1-5

341-3300

GIFTS

for any occasion
MOD

Paper By The Pound

Extra I
Built·11

Plain or Imprinted

I So~

(One Day Service)

alth
eos
(sin

The early 1970s see
calculator prices begin to
fall and more. and more
students have access to
lOOm. Classes begin to vote
on the Issue of using
calculators on tests. Slowly
loo machines gain general
acceptance. One day before
a physics test a girl enters

901 B. Pine Street
Rolla, Missouri 65401

(baSI

I----------------COUPON"--------------'"
I
I
.,c"....
813 Pine
I
I
~~ ~'\
341-3161
I
I <>~ ~e
11 a.m.-7 p.m . I

::l

8

on
) are
four
vital
constants I
to be
used
on the
test.

I

(J<>

Y u m my Be a r
with Large Coke

$2.'0 0

(log,
01 y

The Joy James Show
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four memories of her l2

calculator (conveniently left

pola
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devi'

Tuesday Night is " Ladies Night "
Thursday Night is " College Night"
Tues. & Thurs. Nights are
" Bowling Shirt Night "
Wednesday Night is
" Coor's Silver Bullet Night"'

1 31e

open

(Hot s & T·Sh irts )
Dr ess Code wi ll b.e relaxed . Come ou t for ..he tun

~

~I
I

The
"arms"
race I
I
escalates, one memory, two I
Expires Sept . 17
I
memories, three. Multi I----------------COUPON ________________ ~
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physics test In his new
curriculum, he showed me
the programming job be did
on his top-of-the-llne HP.

understand the material
anyway, but this same
argument destroys the
validity of tests, since now a
premium is placed on speed
"OK, Bob, take this old file
as well as accuracy. A
computer's main function is test. The second problem
after all to shorten work Involves Gauss's Law. I
punch the letters GAUSS Into
time.
The 19805 bring the advent the calculator and it begins
of
programmable to flash the names of
calculators- with alpha- relevant equations and
numerics and thousands of sample problems at me.
\Ines of continuous memory
When it mows me something
which widen the ever- I consider useful, I hit · the
growing gap between those "Interrupt" function and
super powers (oops, I mean store what I need. If I were
students) with the latest then asked to prove
hardware and the 'lbIrd something using this law I
World (me) stuck with a could hit GAUSS-P and it
primitive
slide
rule' would present information
relatlnB to that. "
calculator.
For example, I know a
student who dedicated a
number of years to the pursuit of a computer science
degree before deciding
engineering was more to bls
liking. Before be took a

UM

-

~
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[!'rips
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and those without. This gap
would be even more obvious
if all had the programming
abilities of my friend.

know.
HQwever,
the
calculator "arms race"
makes current methods of
testing even more Inyalid

Think about how many
tests you've
run out of time on
(;()mputers are the future
of eng1neerlng, no doubt, but
this arms race must end
somewhere and a ceiling be
established. As calculators
become more powerful (and
expensive for top \lne
models) even greater gaps
will develop. How parity can
be re-established I .00 _not

than tI:!ey already were.
Even if my-friend decides
he doesn't like eng1neerlng
he can always make'a living
as a calculator consultant.

see page 8

For a break on Sunday
evening try a refreshing
treat at Ruby's.
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9:30 p.m .
Sun. 2 p .m.-9 p.m .
Forum Plaza Shopping Center Rolla

A gap even greater Ulan r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
between '
those
with
calculators and slide rules
currently exists between
those with programmable
calculators
(and
programming knowledge)

VourChonce
For Distinction
Not'Extinction!

, , ,

46 scientific

functions at your
fingertips

,

\·5

,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MODEL EL-506
Extra Full-Featured Scientific Calculator with
Built-In Statistics Functions
• Some of the 46 scientific functions performed
at the touch of a key are: hyperbolic (sinh ,
cosh , tanh) and their in verses ; trigonometric
(sin , cos, tan) and th eir in verses ; rectangular/
polar coordinate conversions ; exponential
(base 10 and base e) and their in verses
(logarithms); power (y X) and its inverse ("x root
of y"); factorial (n!) ; mean , sum , and standard
deviation .
• 3 levels of parentheses with up to 4 pending
operations.
. • Scientific notation (8-digit mantissa , 2-digit
exponent) .
• Comes in its own attractive wallet.

Reg. $25 .00

Campus Book Store
205 W. 12th St., Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 364-3710

Jeff Rulz
Division Recruiting
Coordinator
Getty 011 Company
Central Exploration 8r
Production Division
P.O. Box 3000
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102

(918) 560·6307

(tetty
Getty Oil Company

When you started school , you
decided right then and there
that you wan ted to do something different-something with
cha llenge . something that
would take you as far as you
could go . It seems that we have
something in common ,
because when we got into the
oil business, we set the same
goals. and now we 're meeting
them . We need innovative ,
energ etic people like yo u to
propel us into the 21 st century ,
If you're interested in a fullfledged career a s a

GEOLOGIST, GEOPHYSICIST,
RESERVOIR ENGINEER,
PETROLEUM ENGINEER OR
LANDMAN, contact your
Placement Office for
on-campus interview dates, or
call collect or write to us TODAY,
Both full-time and summer positions are available ,
Getty is a company that sets no
limits on its employees. We
allow you and your work to
achieve the title " distinctive" and frankly, that's a word we like
to hear,
An equal opportunity employer,

mi t.
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H e ip W a n te d
Dear Help Wanted,
I'm having trouble finding
a way to cheat on tests. If I
write the answers on my
calculato r, the teacher says,
" No calculato rs." If I get to
class early and write on the
desk, the teacher puts us in
alphabetical order. If I write
on my tennis shoes it wears
off running to class. If I write
on my palms, they get
sweaty and smear.
But I know there are
people cheating. How do
they do it?
Lost
Dear Lost,
You shouldn't be cheating.
Dear Help Wanted,
I'm a newcomer to UMR. I
have met a lot of guys down
here, and they seem to like
me, but all the girls turn
away from me because
they're jealous. I'd like to
spend time with all my
friends, but the guys seem to
want more, and when I try to
see the girls they turn me
away. What should I do?
T.F.

some of them to the guys
who bother you. All will be
satisfied.

from guys" classified. I felt
this one deserved a little
more attention:

Dear Help Wanted,

Girls of UMR:

I came down to Rolla
thinking th;tt joining a
fraternit y would be the best
way to go. I figured it would
be easier to meet people and
gain new friends. But now
that I'm pledging one I feel I
don't have the chance to pick
my friends, rather, they are
forced on me, my pledge
brothers. What should I do?

I'm all for the good
treatmen t, but I would like
some in return. (Like a
smile, a "Hi!" on campus, or
a thank you).
When I invite you to a
pariy, you might at least
warn me that you plan to
bring a date. When I walk
with you across campus, you
might consider talking to me
constantly
than
rather
looking through the crowd
for anyone you might know.
It would also be nice If you
remembe red my name after
I spend 4 hours .(3-7 a.m.)
teaching you Physics 24 on
the morning before a test.
Good treatmen t is a great
idea, but I never got hurt just
staring.
If you still want good
treatmen t, smile, be yourself, and treat us as you
would like to be treated.
You'll find life much better
than you expected.
"See the man with the
lonely eyes? Take his hand
- you'll be surprised."

Dear Pledge,
This is only YOllr first year
at UMR and pledging a
fraternit y is a good way to
meet a lot of new people, not
only your pledge brothers.
You seem to forget that
members hip in a fraternity
allows you to attend all their
functions and meet as many
people as you like. I know at
first all you see are your
pledge brothers, but in time
you will meet a lot of others.
And of course, you'll always
have all the original friends
you made in the beginning.
Don't think of it as being
forced - it's a great opportunity.

Dear Newcomer,
Many responses were
given for last week's "eves.

Are you a girl or a guy? If
you're a guy, your problems
are normal. If you're a girl,
you have to decide what you

(Photo by Alexan der)

Sho ck
cont inue d
developing quick and easy
ways to resolve four-bar
mechani sms, or solve nested
equations.
Meanwhile would anybody
like to buy a slightly-used
SR-SOA. I paid over a hundred dollars for It (back
when that was real money)
and have been trying to
make It through here with It.
It's got a brand new battery
pack and everything. I'm
willing to let this IIWe gem
go for $250 (that's today's
folks ).
dollars,
cheap
Anybody who thinks that's
too much for an obsolete
calculato r better try and buy
a Model-T in perfect working
order. Buy now; It should be

a wonderful investment; just
look at the '57 ~vy .
Seriously though, the main
reason that we unarmed
civilians aren't being "blown
away" more Is that most
people don't know how to use
the hardwar e they have yet.
The "cutting edge" of the
current anns race doesn't so
much involve money as the
development of programming skill. The ones who are
really benefitting from the
hardwar e are those like my
friend who have alrea<!y
mastered the art of structuring software. There are
students who walk out of
advanced machine design
tests in fifteen minutes (with
perfect scores). Take a look
at the calculators they use.
Then think about how many
tests you've run out of time

DOTTY'S BEAU TY SALO N
Speci alizing In:

-CUTS

-PERMS
-STYL ING
364-12 70
1005 Rolla St.
(Just one block from campu s)

on or haven't been able to
recheck answers. Then sign
up for a Computer Science
minor. It may be the only
way to comoete .

Are you after a MRS
Degree or just a good time?
If for a good time, stick with
the situation ; if for an MRS,
pick out one and settle down.
Don't worry about your
girlfriends, just introduce

I hope they aren't lonely
any longer, and some lucky
girl opens hers.

$1.79 (free carry out servic e)

:7~

.~:2:0:9:W::.

Jus t For You Min ers

AIR FORCE ENGINEERS
AND SCIENTISTS ARE
PROBLEM-SOLVERS

MIN ER BU RG ER

Bee f & Baco n Sup reme

(3-100 % Beef Pattie s , Chees e,
Bacon , With All the Fixin's )

1--- ----- - COUPON ____ ____ _ ,

I

Plus, they ef)oy a worldWide reputation for excellence
If you hove Vision creativity. and a scientific Of engineering
degree. apply your talents With a modern servICe toors geared
h
for the fu~u,re. Completion of the Air Force's three-mont
Officer Trou)lng School earN you an officer's commission and
Air
The
career.
ted
future-orien
a
to
food
the
on
starts you
Force olso offers you an excellent sa lary, medical and dental
cor~. 30 days of pod vacohon a year. a 520.000 ite nsurance
polICY tor about 54 a month. and mony other benetits
Find out today what the Air Forc e has to offer by contacting

SSgt_ Dave Carlock (314) 364-4367
102 W . 10th St. Rollo MO 65401
o

Buy Qne Mine r Burg er
Get One Orde r Of
I
z
Fren ch Fries
oa..
:J

o
y

FREE

'WO'f'

I
I

g
~

Open 6:00 a.m . (breakfa st) to 10:30 a .m .
(Till 11 :OO-Frid ay & Saturday )
Offer . ~xpires Wednes day Sept . ~: 1981
Limit one coupon per Visit
I
- - - - - - - - - ·COUPO N -~-------

I
I

I

I

1202 N_ Bishop 364-8998 Rolla, MO
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Dear Lonely Eyes,

THE LAST GREA T AMERICAN HOT DOG STAND
.
Chili Dog (inc. cheese & onions) w / small drink
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MASHaholism
By DON READER
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Are you a Mashaholic?
Millions of college students
are struck by this crippling
disease every year. Many do
not even realize what is
happening before it is too
late. This disease is an addiction to one of the best
television situation comedies
in the last decade. Believe it
or not, that is about how long
the show has been on the air.
This form of mental
aberration is related to the
Star Trek Syndrome and the
Kung Fu Virus, which have
in the past reached epidemic
proportions, but which now
seem to be fairly under
control. There are, however,
isolated pockets of infection
here and there which might
flare up at any time. Never
has the situation been as bad
in either of those other two
cases as this most recent
epidemic of M·A·S·H addiction.
For the past several years,
students around the country
have spent at least one-half
hour almost every day
feeding their habit. Fixes
occur usually in the late
afternoon or early evening
and often even late at night.
The amount of time spent on
M·A·S·H is directy related
to the supply in the local
area. Rolla, with its cable
television system bringing
stations from all over the
nation to your television set,
has a particularly high rate
of addiction. Mondays are
particularly bad as "The
Network" supplies fresh,
uncut,
unadulterated
M·A·S·H precisely at 8:00
P.M. This is in addition to
the normal amount of daily
supply available.
What are the effects of this
dangerous
phenomenon?
Well, I have known some
addicts, or mashies as they
are sometimes called, to get
extremely violent when their
view is blocked or hearing
impaired by extraneous
noise. (Any sound except the
program would be considered
extraneous. )
Hysterical laughter, often
accompanied by falling on
the floor, is fairly common.
Depression has been known
to occur in some instances,
Similar to losing a loved one
or your favorite teddy bear.
Quite often studies get
neglected, meals missed,
and work or play abruptly
halts for a thirty-minute
period. This can happen
several times each day,
depending on the supply
available at the time.
Not only is this disease
rampant in the United
States, but it has spread to
other countries as well.
Naturally enough, M·A·S·H
is
the
most
popular
television show in Korea.
Europe and other parts of
Asia are seriously affected
also. One can only speculate
on the amount of addiction
behind the Iron Curtain as

Party leaders would b.
reluctant to release figures
showing a high dependence
on this decadent Western
vice. However, it seems a
likely candidate for clandestine television stations
wishing to propagandize
against both capitalist imperialism and communist
aggression.
Besides college students,
there are several other
segments of our society
heavily into M·A ·S·H abuse.
The medical profession, as
might be expected, is a
serious
user.
Doctors,
nurses, technicians, and
even patients are all hooked.
Why else do you think there
is a television set in nearly
every hospital room? This is
so the staff can feed their
habit while maintaining the
appearance of taking care of
the patient. It is a severe
problem in our armed forces
with crowded day rooms and
rec centers all over the
world full of military
mashies. Believe it or not,
this habit is not only condoned and supported by the
military, but at a major Air
Force exercise recently
. Airmen were given a
massive dose (motion picture level) of Hawkeye,
Trapper John, Hot Lips,
Radar, et al in specially
erected "T.V. tents". (Video
tape paraphernalia was used
to main-line the "stuff".)
- There seems to be only one
cure. That is going "Cold
Turkey" , but even that
cannot guarantee a permanent cure. At any time it
could catch you unaware and
you are soon hooked again.
Withdrawal can be extremely painful as one
former addict remarked
recently. She said that even
though there is not a
television set in her new
apartment,
she
often
overhears M·A· S·H coming
from a neighbor'S apartment
across the hall. It is all she
can do to resist the urge to
ask them to let her watch
with them. I myself am
fighting to get this monkey

off my back. I can proudly
say that I successfully
rq,<;isted the hypnotiC strains
IJ! "Suicide Is Painless"
twice today, but I am not so
sure about tonight.
How can you tell If you (or
someone near you) Is a
mashaholic? Simply take
this ten point test. If you
answer YES to any of the
questions,
you
are
hopelessly addicted.
1. Do you throw a tantrum
or cry if M·A·S·H is preempted for a special on
Monday night?
2. Do you wear a cowboy
hat and a red bathrobe with
army boots to class?
3. Do you call people you
don't like "ferret face"?
4. Do you find yourself
reciting the dialogue along
with the show?
5. Do you find yourself
laughing at a joke you've
heard at least ten times
before and even said it
before the character did?
6. Do you call the place you
live "The Swamp" or refer
to your room-mates or
friends as "Hawkeye" ,
"Trapper",

"Radar",

"B.J.", etc.?
7. Do you count down the
minutes to M·A·S·H as if it
were a space shot?
8. Do you go into withdrawal when you miss a day
ofM·A·S·H?
9. Do you fantasize about
Hot Lips (guys) or HawkeYe
(gals)?
10. Do you cry when you
hear that Henry's plane was
shot down with no survivors,
even though you have heard
it at least five or six times
before?
Well, I think I'm on the
road to a new life. I was able
to go 24 hours without
watching M·A·S·H. And
now that I don't have to
watch M·A·S·H every night
my social life is getting back
to normal. You see, I have a
date tomorrow night in the
Supply Room with Lt. Dish
for some lessons in anatomy
and physiology.

Set Your Sights
On-The Company
EICldronicr ~ S"pOCCl Division

"Dutchman's Britches"

( Photo by Bee)

NEW LCD
PROGRAMMABLE
SCIENTIFIC
The 5813.

Coming September 25, 1981
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Reg. $39.95

30-step program mable scientific
calcu lator w'ith 15 parentheses and 9
statistical functions. High visibility
8-digit, scientific notation, 8 mantissa12 ex ponent LCD. 7 memories
plus Safe Guard."1 Scientific functions:
trigonometric, in ve rse trigonometric,
logarithmic. degrees. radians, gradiants
and degrees to decimal. Statistical functions: data , correct data. number of samples. :S:x. mean, LX' .
standard deviation.
Automatic Powe r-Off.
Vinyl wallet \\'ith
scratc h pad, batteries
and instruction book.

IUD, HUD, LTD,
CIA, NfL, IRA•••
whkh feature would ~ rather
have on your (akulator?

IEMIERSON

,

Campus Book Store
205

w.

12th St., Rolla, Missouri 65401
(314) 364-3710
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Dear House D Phantom,
Where are you? I know you hlIve anti·soclal tendencies, but tllis Is
ridiculous. Ask just about anyone from last year's house where I am
(by my real name only, of course), especially anyone who lived by my
room. By tlle$ay, I'm stili VERY sincere and I also learned good
engine control over tlle summer. I'm not joking tllis time.
ldolizingly,
The Mad Jester
P.S. It is especially important tllat you keep my true Identity a
secret now, since tlle only otller person who knew it, flunked out.
Attention, Fred:
Do NOT attempt to go back to your old room in House D. Things
have changed.
Sincerely,
M.D.A.
Just when you tllought it was safe to go back in tlle Quad comes tlle
first annual House D reunion party. Talk to any of tlle (ex·}o(flclals or
major troublemakers for full details. Admission by House D shirt
only. Little Sisters welcome.
To tlle women of UMR: As four upperclassmen, we feel tllese are
tlle most important characteristics in a woman.
1. Christian ideals
2. Personality
3. Appearance
4. Communication
5. Common sense
If you are a woman and intrigued by this, please call 364-1987,
because we have been searching for you!
To tlle ladies of UMR,
Since you are dissatisfied witll tlle actions of the men of UMR , all I
can say is: GO FOR IT.
After all, tllese are tlle BOs.
TGUPITW
Sexually frustrated? The MSM Climbing Club can teach you easy
access and retreat to and from any building. No window is too high!
No wall too steep! The Climbing Club meets every Thursday at 6:30 in
Room 305, Norwood Hall.
Student rooms for rent near post office: $120/ since, SISO/ double.
r:a11364-1217.
To: "The Girls of UMR"
It seems, you say, tllat you don 't care
To receive from us, an admiring stare.
It can't possibly hurt, to be seen wltll eyes.
Would you ratller we approach and grab your tllighs?
Have you no empatlly or pity for us?
We frustrated souls witll hearts fuJI of lust.
We don't ask for tlle world, but how 'bout a breast?
A sweet tender kiss? And maybe some sex?
So, now you see that you must not complain.
Innocuous stares are not miserable banes.
So leave us alone, please just let us be,
And be tllankful that sometimes we like what we see!
Signed : The Babbling Sootllsayer
Sponsored by : Student Lounge
(Advisers: C.C., Big T-Man, and Ozzie)
(Adviser Emeritus: Smiley )
The UMR Photo Club wants members ! You need a place to practice
and learn your skills. If you've got knowledge or experience don 't let it
die out! Join tlle UMR Photo Club on September 17 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Meramec Room of tlle University Center. The presentation at tllis
meeting will be " The Characteristics of tlle 35mm Camera ."

Carol, tell them you have a boyfriend.
J .M.S.
We love you Big Brotllers and we always will. ozt, osc, ofa , omc,
orm, osw, atm , osl .
Experienced judo or ju·jitsu instructor (no karate, please ) for
fatller and ll-year-{)Id son Call 364-3341 , 6-9 p .m .

•

Who

Quality Cleaners

1-

Expert Cleaning
108 W. 7th Slr. .t

Reasonably Priced
Rollo. Mo. 65401
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Get a S20 rebate
. onthe '
TI-59 Programmable.
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Even without the $20 rebate, the TI-59 is special-it's our most
powerful programmable,and we've never offered it at a lower price.
The TI-59 gives you up to 960 program steps, or up to 100
memories, plus magnetic card read/write capability. You can also
slip in one ofTI's Solid State Software 'nl modules and successfully attack complex engineering, business, statistical and
scientific problems. And by adding the optional
PC-100C printer, you can record
your calculations.
So if you like the idea of
having real programmable
power, take us up on our
Another good deal!"
rebate offer. Buy a TI-59
now, and fill out the coupon
below. The offer ends
Dec. 31,198~\ ... ___
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("1 1981 Texa.<; Instrument!l lncorporated

I bought my Tl ·59 Programmable at
(slore name): .,-.,--,----0-----,--...,.-and have attached the dated sales
receipt and completed customer infor·
mation card (packed in box). My TI·59
(from
Serial No. is
back of calculator), Please send mv $20
•
rebate check to:
~A,\lE

To the girls of UMR :
Eyes are for free ; better treatment Is up for grabs, by way of barter
witll tlle men of UMR.
XOXOXOX

Game Page

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A DORESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY _ _ _ _ __

Send LO: Texas Instruments TI-59 Rebat e Offer.
p. O. Box 725 Dept. 59. Lubbock . Texas 79491.
~()TE:

Discover The Mother Lode

Prflu("( pun-hast' must~· dat!.'<! tK-l\\l'l'n August I.
1981 and Ut>l'I'mrn'r 31. I~J. Offt' r vnit! \\ h.... rl' pmhibllt'<1.

~:~~~~~b:i.· lil~I~' Yl:~:~~~~~~PP~~~~~k~~r~~J~~~~~!'-;)~
l:>. I98'l. Allu" 3Udays (nrdl·!i\'l·ry. timit

-Sandwiches -Soft Drinks
- Breakfast -Ice Cream

1I1lt'

p"r'pt' ntunacld rt'SI) .

TEXAS)NSTRUMENTS
IN CO RPORATED

ALL STUDENTS 10% DISCOUNT
Open till 9:00 p.m.

The Mother Lode
606 Pork

Rollo , MO

364-7600

c
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Joe Miner in I I A Human Men~gerie"
JOE MINER
By RICH BEE

The study scene was grim
for Joe, but as other clouds
have a silver lining so did
this one, at least it couldn't
get worse.
Part of his problem may
have been his room. Not
exactly what you'd call a
study atmosphere. Interior
decor by Hurricane Delhia,
it made the 4077th look like a
Lysol commercial. Aside
. from the piles of clothes,
papers and Playboys that
marked where the desks
were there was also a pile of
Busch cans that was listed as
a major U.S. aluminum
reserve. It" had been condemned by the World Health
Organization, the Moral
MAD
Majority
and
Magazine, but it was home.
Then there were his roommates
Bill
"Airhead"
Mogerman Space the final
frontier! These are the
voyages In Bill's mind. Its
five minute mission to find
vestiges of sanity. This is not

A stereo
measured in
Richters
per channel

money for a pilgrimage to
. Sandstone. And last but not
least Brad "Stereo" Watson,
Stereo had a penchant for
heavy metal and a stereo
that was measu..-ed In
Richter's per channeL Joe
could still remember the
time they used his stereo for
a street dance without taking
it out of the room. Of course
Joe fit right In since he
pledged allegiance to the
Busch sign over his desk and
bowed toward the AnheuserBusch Brewery at noon
everyday.
Well, since Joe couldn't
get psyched to study (this
wasn't a problem with Joe it

was a mestyle) he had time
to take In a MASH before
they had to set up for the
little sister rush party. Joe
sat down and endured a
commercial with a bunch of
women talking about tampons at a party. Not
unreasonable Joe had done it
many a time although none
of the girls he was with seem
to appreciate it, and another
one that claimed 9 out of 10
people had dandruff and
would never be talked to by a
member of the opposite sex.
"Totally
asinine!"
Joe
thought. "In a democratic
society the majority should
rule and the other 1 out of 10

Come on out
to where the
fun times roiL
Watch NCAA & NFL
Football
on our 5 ft. screen
Saturday Special

to imply that Bill got high, he
stayed that way. Of course
being an English major he
had to. Other than that Bill's
prized possessions were a
travel guide of Andromeda
and a bong given to him by
his uncles Moe, Larry and
CUrly. Then there was Tom
Mucenskowysez, registered
sex maniac and hose monster. A lean mean firin'
machine, who was saving

1:30-6:00 p.m.
3 games and a 12 oz. drink for

$3.00
Colonial Lanes, Inc.
Bus . Loop 1-44 West
364-4124

NOW OPEN

No-So Pizza
You've eaten the rest,
now try the best.

Cold Beer Arcade
Open on Sunday
Open 7 days a week
6 a.m.-12 midnight
1525 Martin Springs Drive Rolla
364-2026

should be forced to develop
dandruff before they become
socially
acceptable. "
Finally after enduring these
Insults to people with IQ's
greater than 80 MASH
began. Great! It was one

he'd only saw twice, and Joe
settled Into a MASH Induced
trance.
Joe looked forward to this
party with mixed feelings.
They had 20 half barrels on
hand and the donuts were on

their way. Their little sisters
or the ·Daughters of Orson
Welles as
they were

See

Joe
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Frankenstein. "
Finally Joe stammered,
"Would you care to dance?"
"Yes, but, not to Purple
Haze."
"Oh I see what you mean."
That was the problem w!th
"Stereo" spinning records.
"Well then, how about a

Help prevent
LOW

BIRTHWEIGHT
most common
birth defect
Support

beer?"

dP,OFMARCH
DIMES

"I'd like that."

Joe ran for two beers.
'They found a booth and sat
SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER
down and talked. Two hours
later Muffy came by and ,~_ _I!@l_ _Ill»l_ _m __~-----"
asked Laura if she was
ready to leave.
SPI, AH Games • 0 & 0 Supplhts

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY

"Well Joe It looks like I've
",. got to go. I really like you
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581
though, you're not always
trying to impress me and all ~~~
c ~~~~
· --~~
that other B.S."
This puzzled Joe since he
had been trying like hell to
impress her. But then he
wasn't going to argue.
"I'll be seeing you then.
We'll have to play tennis
sometime."

( Photo by Bee)

Rugby, a gentleman's sport.

Joe
from page 11
sometimes referred to were
already there. He certainly
hoped that their little sister's
orgamzatlon would pick up
although they already had
the largest little sisters
organization on campus. By
weight of course. Joe was on
his fifth beer when the man
with the donuls arrived and
barely
avoided
being
trampled. 'Then came a
rumble from the stalrs that
struck fear into Joe's heart.

Daughters
of
Orson Wells
It was Muffy. He was busy

looking for a place to bide
when he noticed that she had
brought a friend that had to
be the most beautHul girl Joe
had seen. He had to meet
herl Quickly Joe's I~ than

nimble mind devised a plan.
Joe walked over to the table
grabbed a box of donuts and
went to meet Muffy and her
friend.
Muffy greeted Joe with an
affectionate bear hug until
Joe managed to get a donut
out of the box so sbe would
release him. 'Then Joe
handed off the box to a
passing brother and Muffy
followed.
"HI, I'm Joe," Joe said

offering a hand.
"And I'm Laura."
Joe searched bis mind for
something unique to say.
"So what's your student
number?"
Laura burst out giggling.
Joe decided on another
course of attack.
"Well then what do you
think of the EAT house?"
"Well, I've only been here
five minutes but it looks like
the
set
from
Youn~

G&D STEAK HOUSE
8 oz. Chuck Steak
6 oz. Ribeye
8 oz. Filet
7 oz. Ham Steal(
10 oz. Top Sirloin
12 oz. K.C. Strip
12 oz. T-Bone

$2.79
$3.07
$3.65
$3.02
$5.00
$5.96
$6.92

.~
. ar after +~
year, semes~r

Joe had told her he played
for the house after he found
it was one of her interesls
even though he wasn't sure
where the courts were.
"Okay, I'll be seeing
you."
And as she wallted out the
door Joe was hopelessly in
love and still sober.

after semester,

the college plan from Fidelity Union Life
is the most accepted, most popular life insurance program
on campuses all o.er America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
Field Associate in your area:
Rich Meier
Mark DaYis
717 Pine Suite 201
(abon Scott's Bookstore)

364-5268

A STANDARD FOR PROFESSIONALS.
DISCOVER HEWLETT-PACKARD'S HP-41C.

$250 00
(includes 1 free
memory module
$30.00 value)

Includes baked potato or fries and Texas toast.
Fr_ Ice Cream With Every Meal.

G&D Steak House
Open 7 days a week 11 :00 a .m .-9 :00 p .m.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

PDQf
FASPRINT CENTER

RICK SANG
(314) 384-21144

100 W . 10TH ST.
ROL ..... MO 11540 I

-Bond Copies While You Wait -Instant Offset Printing
-Resumes -Announcements -Typing -Reports -Flyers

Rolla's "Rea'" 'nstant Printer

10% DISCOUNT TO MINERS.

THE SYSTEM.

THE CALCULATOR.

Memory Modules. For
It features over 130 funcstoring programs and data. Can tions and offers up to 400 lines of
increase capacity to 319 registers program memory or 63 data storor up to 2,000 lines of program
age registers-expandable to
memory.
319 registe'r s or up to 2,000 lines.
And for power. ease-of-use and
efficiency - RPN Logic.

Campus Book Store
205 W. 12th St., Rolla, Missouri 65401
(314) 364-3710

c
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-len· Wol Mort Sells fo r leu· Wol Mart Sells tor Len. Wol Mort Sells fat len. Wol Mort Sells tor less. Wol Mort Sells tor leu. Wol Mort Sells for leu. Wol Mort Sells for less· Wol Mort S.lIt

Hwy. 63 S. & Hwy. 72 E. Rolla
Open Mon. thru Sat.
9 a.m . to 9 p.m.
Prices Good Thru Sat., Sept. 12, 1981

WALiMART
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Super Savings
Deluxe Timing
Light
- Heavy du ty c hro", e
plated die cast ti ming
light
-M odel No. 1-204

·WI!·

Tuin,·Up

28~66

~,

ER-1

L~Mount

Truck Mirror
-Solid bar aluminum
construction
-Chrome mounting
brackets
8~-~~~--'"

Save 20 %
Caslte Tune-Up
- Add to gas, trickle
through carburetor
add to oil -N o. 171 P12

709

42.94

Gunk
Aerosol Degreaser

Super Savings
Battery Charger

-16 Ounce
-Spray it on - hose it off
-Quickly removes
grease and grime

- 10 A MP ba tte ry cha rge with 30 AM P boost charge,
12 volt only
-A utoma ti c reset - Model No . SE12-50

o

0

"

~ r-------

j (MECHANIC'S CREEPE~
3600R

Save 21 %

o

Wiper Blades
- Li ve natural rubber
wiping edge -Easy
de-it-yourself
-All weather desi gn
out performs old
fashioned blades
-Reg. 1.96

o

'.

Mechanics Creeper

Air Compressor

1.54Ea.

- Heavy duty creeper
-Nylon 2% " casters
-For home use or work

-160 Ibs . of pressure
-By Interdynamics

Grobosk Splash
Guard
-Front or rear fender
-Stainless steel
-Fits all cars

Arco Graphite
Fuel Efficient
Motor Oil

-1Q-w-40
-I quart

97~

Heavy Duty
Clothes Bar

-Fits all vans & cars
-

.,..

WAl-MART' S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY-It is our intention to have every advertsed item in
stock. however, if due to any unlOfeseen reason, an advertised item is not available tor purchase , Waf-Mart
will issue a Rain Check on request, lor the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available, or
will sell you a similar item al a comparable reduction in price . We reserve the right 10 limit Quantities .

WAI.iMART

,
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Nine veterans return
to lead harriers
By DAN BROWN
The 1981 UMR crosscountry team promises to be
better than last year's team.
The Miners have nine of
their top ten runners
returning this year. These
lettermen will be joined by
several other outstanding
runners, including four
freshmen.
Many of the Miners beefed
up their mileage this summer and the results are
already apparent. In the
team's annual pre-season
time trial last Friday, the
times recorded were considerably faster, overall,
than last year's times.
The returning lettermen
include :
Jim Bullard, a· sophomore
who led the Miners in the
1980 MIAA conference meet;
Dan Marley, another
sophomore who consistently
finished in the Miners' top
three;

Dave Moore, a junior who
has been one of UMR's top
runners for two consecutive
years;
Kevin Stock, a sophomore
who looked tough last year
and promises to be even
tougher this year;
Mark Stucky, a senior Who
ran over 800 miles over the
summer and appears to be
ready to lead the Miners to
Nationals;
Dan Brown, also a senior
who consistently finished
among UMR's top five
finishers;
Joe Henze, a sophomore
who ran seventh or eighth
last year and finished third
in Friday's time tiral; and
Ron Clark, who compiled
over 800 miles of running this
summer and is ready for the
1981 season.
There are also some
promising runners returning
who did not letter last year
for various reasons.
Pete Lictenwainer, who
has never been able to
complete a cross country or
track season because of
injuries, appears to be
healthy and strong this year.
He finished in a three-way
tie for third with Jim Bullard
and Joe Henze in the time
trial.
Also returning from an
injury is Todd Blackford.
Last year Todd ran a 26: 40 in
the time trial before being
sidelined with an injury. He
should improve steadily as
the season progresses.
Clint Campbell, a junior
will also be running this
season. Clint lettered as a
freshman but missed last
season because he was on c0op. He is already piCking up
where he left off two years
ago.
Others returning from last
year's team are Bob Sauer,

Mike Nolte, and Mark
Clauss. All three have
worked hard and should be
valuable assets to the team.
Bob logged over 800 miles
this summer and is by far
the most improved runner on
the team.
Newcomers this year
include Scott Giltner, Jeff
Peterson, Dan Lictenwalner,
Keith Smith, and Jim
Clossick.
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also promises to be one of
UMR's top runners this
year. He finished oniy four
seconds behind his brother,
Pete.
.
Keith Smith, also a freshman is a tough competitor.
He was the leader of the
Missouri State High School
cross-country champs, West
Plains High School.
Jim Clossick is a freshman
from st. Pius X in Kansas
City.
As
the
season
progresses
Jim
should
contribute more and more to
the team.
Others runners who began
the season with the Miners
but had to delay their season
include Fred Held, Les
Snyder, and Don McIntosh.

Scott ran the intramural
cross country meet last year
and decided to give varsity
cross country a shot. His
performance in the time
trial indicates that he will be
a solid runner for the
Miners.
Jeff Peterson Is a freshThis Miner team opens Its
man from Francis-Howell
High School in St. Louis. He season this Saturday, Sepwas one of the state's top tember 12, at the University
runners last year and has of Missouri-St. Louis inalready -made his presence vitational Meet.
With some hard work and
on the UMR team known. He·
finished second in the time dedication the UMR cross
trial and will definitely be country team will have a
one of the Miners' top run- decent shot at Nationals this
year.
ners this year.
Following is the Miners C- .
Dan Lictenwainer is a
freshman from St. Louis. He Cschedule:

Third Annual Fun Run
set for October 3
Submitted By:
LEO EISENBERT a: co.

The Third Annual Forum
Plaza Fun Run will take
place Saturday, October 3,
1981 at the Forum Plaza
Shopping Center in Rolla,
Mo.
As with last year's race,
there will be two races - a
10,000 meter (6.2 miles)
beginning at 10 a.m. and a
5,000 meter (3.1 miles)
beginning at 11 a.m. The 5,000
meter course designed by
Rolla's Show-Me Track Club
President Don Myers, begins
and ends in ·front of JC
Penney and will be run twice
for the 10,000 meter run.

Miner Cross Country Schedule
Sept. 19

In-

Edwardsville, IL

Sept. 26

SIU-Edwardsville
vitational
Inter-8quad Meet

Oct. 2

All Mizzou

Oct. 10

UMR Invitational

Oct. 17

Southwest Missouri State
Invitational

Springfield

Oct. 24

School of Ozarks

Here

Oct. 31

Conference
MIAA
National Qualifying

Here
Columbia
Here ·

and

Nationals - Lowell University

Nov. 14

Last year, over 100 runners parlicipated in the Fun
Run, which is sponsored by
the Forum Plaza Merchants
Association
and
Leo
Eisenberg & Co. Realtors of
Kansas City, Mo. - the
developer and leasing agent
for the shopping center.
Over $1,700 was raised for
the Cerebral Palsy School of
Rolla in last year's race.
This year, the funds raised
will be donated to the United
Fund of Rolla. Tbe Fun Run
will kick off this year's
Untied Fund cmapaign,
which begins October 6th.
Participants may register
for the race at any Forum
Plaza
store,
beginning
September 14 through October 2. The entry fee of $4.00
will be donated to the United.
Fund and includes a fre4l
FUN RUN T-shirt. Upon
registration, the parlicipant
will receive an information
sheet with the race rules,
instructions and course map.
K'ITR-KZNN radio will
hold a live broadcast the
morning of the race from the

Forum Plaza. Immediately
following the second race,
trophies will be presented to
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place
men winners and the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd place women winners of each race, as well as
the youngest and oldest
pariiclpants.
Runners of all ages and
paces are encouraged to
register for the event.
Parlicipants may enter only
one of the two races - either
the 10,000 meter run or the
5,000 meter run - but not
both.
•• Registration for the
Third Annual Forum Plaza
Fun Run at all Forum Plaza
stores:
September
14
through October 2.

This
1:30.

•• If more information is
needed, please contact: Joe
Neidert, Ruby's Ice Cream,
Forum Plaza, 364-1303 or
Leo
Debbie '
Musser,
Eisenberg & Co. Realtors,
Kansas City, Mo. (816) 221-

8000.

Maryville
Lowell,MA

Vessell's
Racquef Club
Now accepting student membership
-4 Regulation Sized Courts

Miner

s

Special

Free 14 oz. Dr. Pepper
when you bring in this ad_
-Homemade Salad Bar
-Sandwiches on Homemade Rolls , or Bread
-Submarine Sandwiches 1 inch-5 feet
-Sunday· Hickory Smoked Barbeque
All YOU CAN EAT
Ribs-Chicken·Ham

$lS / Semester
$2S / Semester

Group Rate "
Beer available downstairs at RT's lounge

~ueJball
364-6466

1910 N . Pine
Hwy. 63 North Across from Mr. Donut

c

"l
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Miners open with
31-13 romp over
William Penn
By JOHN JOHNSON

1

After coming off last
year's 10-0 season and a 13
game winning streak, Coach
Charlie Finley's Miners
seemed to have it all
together. This season will be,
if the Miner's 31-13 opening
game
victory
against
William Penn is any indication, a repeat performance.

iately

race,

led to

place
~ 2nd

UMR's win last Saturday
marked the 14th straight
victory for the Miners which
is tops in Division II and is
tied for the longest winning

I win,
rell as

oldest

sand

streak in the nation with last
year's Division I natlonai
champion, Georgia.

!Ii to

evenl
ronly
either
or the
~t

"However," commented
Coach Finley after the
game, "this game was much
closer than the finai score
would indicate." UMR led
the Statesmen by only a 14-13

not

Ir the
Plaz.a
.Plaz.a
14

ltiOO

'This Saturday the Miners will host Missouri Valley at Jackling Field at
1:30.
(Photo by Alexander)

score with 3:59 to play,
before a field goai by Craig
Thomas gave the Miners a
four-point lead.
With only 38 seconds to
play, Randy Shed added a

This Saturday the Miners
will host Missouri Valley

College in their home opener. The Miners defeated the
Vikings 23-16 last season, but

touchdown, and Randy
Hauser returned an intercepted pass, his second of

says Finley : "Valley is
aiways one of the toughest
teams we play. They aiways
seem to play some of their

the game, for 46-yards and a
touchdown with 15 seconds
left to give the Miners their
finai margin of victory.

best football against us, and
I am certain they will be
shooting for us again this
year."

Top rusher for the Miners
was Shed, who gained 63
yards on 13 carries. Top
performer for the nlght was

When asked what the
Miners will be looking for
against Missouri Valley,
Finley remarked, "they are

Hauser, who intercepted two aiways well-coached and are
passes, scored one touch- hard hitters. Our games with
down, had two punt returns . Missouri Valley are aiways
for 99 yards and was in on exciting, and I hope a big
numerous
key
tackles. crowd will turn out to help us
Dennis Pirkle who com- start off our home season. ' ~
pleted 6 of 16, had two inKick-off at Jackling Field
terceptions and a totai of 56
is1:30p.m.
yards on the evening.

Texas Instruments
advanced slide rule
calculator with programmability

is

:t: Joe

)earn,

300 or
Leo
~tors,

Calculator
Decision-Making
Sourcebook

16) 12l.

~_rou,n.+dOtpt""'.'on. , o",e.'C\lI.~ OI

$39.95

4r

o:-".\p you .... ,n.po_ol.,.UII1CO. 11... "",., " .. u,
Mt'dpt'Olll, ......... blIfIJ' .. .... _'''''/wt1".ClItC'aJon ..

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
r

ge

10,000 METER RUN
A 6 .2 mile run-starts at
the Forum Plaza, 10 a.m.

5 ,000 METER RUN
A 3 . 1 mile run-starts at
the Forum Plaza, 11 a.m .

All proceeds will be donated to the
United Fund of Rolla
REGISTRATION ·
Register at any Forum Plaza
Store, Sept. 14-0ct. 2. Course
map, race rules and instructions
available upon registration .

SPONSORED BY :

Forum Plaza Merchants Assn .
Rolla , Mo.

•

$4.00 ENTRY FEE

Includes FUN RUN T-shirt and
donation to the United Fund
of Rolla.

Leo Ei senberg & Co. Realtors
Kansas City, Mo.

United Fund
Rolla , Mo.

TI-55. Versatile slide rule calculator and "how to" book combination
for statistical and mathematical problem solving - with simple
programmability.
Advanced TI -55 capabilities include programming , plus a un ique blend of hardware and
software support features . Easily handles almost any mathematical operation , from
logari thms and trigonometry to more advanced statistical problems. Easy-to-unders tand
140-page Calculator Dec ision Making Sourcebook shows you how to use the power of
statistics, financial mathemat ics , and programmabili ty in making better decisio ns, whatever
you; field or profession . Step-by-step examples cover analyzing relations hips in data.
veri fying qual ity and performance. measuring change , forecasting trends . testing re search
claims , and projec ting investment returns.

Campus Book Store .
205 W. 12th St., Rolla, Missouri 65401
(314) 364-3710

.i•
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Kickers shock
Wash. U. with
2-1 victory
By JOHN JOHNSON

day crowd which turned out

When the Miners beat
nationally
ranked
Washington University by
the score of 2-1 last Saturday, not only was it the first
game of the season, but It

for the festivities and saw
goals by Brian Dickerson

was the first game ever to be
played on the new UMR
field.
Said Coach Paul McNally,
"We were really excited. It
~as a well-played, hardhitting soccer game that
should have been an enjoyable one to watch."
Aiding the Miners to
victory was a large opening

and Steve Shilllto, giving the
Miners the margin of victory.
Coming off a road game at
Harris-Stowe, McNally and
the Miners will meet up with
Southwest Missouri State
here at UMR on Sept. 12. The
game begins at 7 p. m.

UMR Soccer Schedule

Away

Home

SWMlssouri
UMSL

Miner Tourney
Maryville
SE Missuri
UMR AIumnl
Westriunlster
U. of Tuisa
NE Missouri

Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Oct. 2-3
Oct. 7
Oct. 9
Oct. 10
Oct. 14
Oct. 17
Nov. 7

7:00
7:30
5:30&7:30
7:00
3:30
10:00
7:00
1:00
7:00

H-Stowe
Mo. Southern
Creighton
Metropolitan
Mo. Baptist
UMKC
Rockhurst

Illinois St.
Sangamon St.
NCAA II Tourney
NCAA II Finals

Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 26
Sept. Z1
Oct. 12
Oct. 23
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. r
Nov. 14
Nov. 28 '

3:00
7:30
7:30
1:30
3:30
1:00
2:00
1:00
2:00

We've Changed Our Name
But not our services . We still offer sound financial and i nvestment
p lanning that can m ak e your money work for you. Plan your financial
future with u~.

~====== I!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!I

Vis
ho

so

"This is a great way to
start the season off, and now
with an excellent facility to
play in, we are hopeful that
the students and the communlty will come out to see
us in action."

----~~~------~

scientific

Ch~

soA
MODEL EL-507
PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR
Extra full-featured "Programmable" scientific
calculator with built-in statistics functions
• Store ' up to 38 program steps built up from
any of the 507's scientific functions.
• 15 levels of parentheses with up to 7 pending
operations.
• Easy-to-read 10-digit liquid crystal display.
• Scientific notation (8-digit mantissa, 2-d igit
expo nent) .
• Memory Safe-Guard'· feature (protects all
stored data and/ or program steps even when
power is off) .
• Co mes in its own attractive wallet.

Campus Book Store
205

w.

12th St., Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 364-3710

M ovi ng Up W it h . ..

Baxter, Maurer & Associ ate s
Financial and Investment
Planning
(Formerly Insurance Plu s)
P.O. Box 1236207 W. 12th 51.
Rolla . Mo. (314) 341 · 2213

e

